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We have not found any concrete signs of new 
physics … yet! 
Looking at unusual topologies and 
hidden corners of the phase space 
 → signature based searches, using benchmark models.

The big picture!

Showering using Pythia hidden valley module: at best a guesstimate!

Dark hadrons decaying PROMPTLY in a QCD-like fashion, 
fully (dark jets)  

or partially back to visible sector (semi-visible jets)

Dark hadrons undergoing DISPLACED decays in a QCD-like 
fashion (emerging jets)
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Inspired by Kevin Pedro, 
Caterina Doglioni



Semi-visible jet production
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Model Parameters:

1. Mф  = Mass of Scalar  Bi - fundamental
2. rinv = no. of stable invisible hadrons/ no. of 
hadrons
3. Md = Mass of dark hadrons
4. 𝝺 = q - 𝜙 - q

d
 coupling strength

Link to the paper: https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.05326

https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.05326


The Topology
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Same fraction
of dark hadrons

In each jet



The Topology
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Same fraction
of dark hadrons

In each jet, 
BUT

Quantum 
fluctuations, and 
boost by extra 
jets, creates 

MET



This is how a 
signal event 
should look 

like!
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Analysis preselections

1. Looking at events with MET trigger, MET > 200 GeV 

2. At least 2 jets (R=0.4) with leading jet p
T

 > 250 GeV, other jet p
T

 > 30 GeV and |eta| < 2.8

3. No electrons / muons ( p
T

 > 7 GeV)

4. Dead-tile correction, LAr, SCT error veto, NCB treatment for data

5. DeltaPhi(closest jet, MET) < 2.0

6. B-tagged jets < 2

7. Tau jets (p
T

 > 20 GeV) < 1
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MET > 600 GeV and HT  > 600 GeV after the nominal selection defined as signal region 
(SR). 

The corresponding 1L, 1L1B and 2L control regions (CR) defined using leptonic selections 
(and leptons added back to MET) with same MET and HT requirements as in SR.

Full Run-2 
dataset

Signal samples: Madgraph + Pythia8 with R
inv

 = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and M
d
 = 10 GeV, M𝜙 = 1 - 5 TeV

Background samples: W/Z+jets, ttbar, singletop, multi-jet, diboson



Key Observables
Yields in these nine bins ( (3 
max-minphi bins)x(3 pT balance bins) ) 
are treated as the observables in 
different regions. 

Contribution of different backgrounds 
is different for each of the bins, so the 
signal-depleted but specific 
background-enriched bins in the SR 
itself are used to estimate the 
background.
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Fit Strategy & 9-bin histograms - CR
CR 1L1B: used to control 
ttbar / single top 
background contributions

CR 1L: used to control W+jets / single top 
background contributions

CR 2L: used to control 
Z+jets background 
contributions
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Simultaneous maximum likelihood function fit performed using the 
product of all relevant Gaussian and Poisson PDFs  and 9-bin 
yields, using MC templates, with dedicated theoretical and 
experimental systematic uncertainties for 0L SR, 1L CR, 1L1B 
CR, 2L CR (details in backup)



We haven’t found new physics :-( Excellent agreement between data and 
estimated background…

The largest post-fit effects: signal modelling uncertainties ~8%, Z+jets 

modelling uncertainties ~7%, top process modelling uncertainties ~4%. 

The rest of the contributions are less than 2%.
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9-bin & Kinematic distributions - SR



Systematic Uncertainties

● Largest contribution from theoretical components (∼25% on signal cross-sections mostly from scale 
variations). 

● Apart from usual scale and PDF variations, also included ttbar and single top I/FSR variation, ME 
and PS variation by using alternate generators, DR/DS subtraction scheme difference for tW. 

● W+jets split into heavy and light flavour, and an extra 30% normalisation uncertainty was used 
for heavy flavour, since Sherpa 2.2 has been found to underestimate V+heavy-flavour by about a 
factor of 1.3 

● Standard experimental uncertainties: JES/JER, MET soft term, luminosity, PU reweighting, flavour 
tagging, reconstruction/identification/isolation/trigger efficiencies on muon and tau leptons.
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95% CL Limits on mediator mass

Assuming unity 
coupling between 
q - 𝜙 - q

d
, can 

exclude mediator 
masses upto 2.7 
TeV, subject to 
values of 𝑅

inv
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95% CL Limits on mediator mass
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q - 𝜙 - q
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exclude mediator 
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Post-fit yields, a rough estimate of model independent limits
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95% CL Limits on mediator mass

Assuming unity 
coupling between 
q - 𝜙 - q

d
, can 

exclude mediator 
masses upto 2.7 
TeV, subject to 
values of 𝑅

inv
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ATLAS-CONF-2022-038 CDS link

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2815284/


Summary

First result on this production mode, and more importantly first look at this challenging topology.

The ATLAS paper is in preparation, with minor fix of HV parameters, results do not change much.

Many other striking signatures exists, including SVJ with heavy flavour (preliminary study by SS and DK on arXiv, 
work in progress).
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BACKUP
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HV Parameters (why and what)

All parameters set as per theory paper

Running HV alpha selected, after discussions with theorists in 
different platforms (Snowmass, LHC DMWG). Advised to be the 
safest choice for first analysis.
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Signal: Madgraph + Pythia8 with R
inv

 = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and M
d
 = 10 GeV, M𝜙 = 1 - 5 TeV (in 500 GeV intervals)

Background samples: 

Data samples:

2015: 3.20 \pm 0.07 fb-1 

2016: 32.9 \pm 0.72 fb-1

2017: 44.3 \pm 1.06 fb-1

2018: 59.9 \pm 1.19 fb-1
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Semi-visible jets in ATLAS - Analysis Samples 



Some tables to stare at….
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Statistical analysis
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Kinematic distributions - SR

We haven’t found new physics :-(

Excellent agreement between 
data and estimated 
background…
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We haven’t found new physics :-(

Excellent agreement between 
data and estimated 
background…
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Kinematic distributions - SR


